
Linda St. Clair Fund
“For the love of Jackson”

Linda St. Clair was an American contemporary wildlife painter. She was best known for her vibrant art of 
domestic and wild animals. She and her best friend, Spring Spaniel Jackson, were traveling thru Boise, 
Idaho when she collapsed at her motel and was taken to St. Luke’s ICU. Jackson was placed at the Idaho 
Humane Society when Linda’s friend, Pam Eggemeyer, contacted Idaho Dog Park to see if we could pick 
him up and foster him until Linda gets out of the hospital. Jackson was part of the IDP family for a 
month. Linda sadly past away and Pam found Jackson a forever home in Colorado. Instead of flowers to 
be sent in memory of Linda, her son, Kevin asked that donations be sent to Idaho Dog Park to help foster 
other dogs in need. Idaho Dog Park contacted Pet Peace of Mind, an organization who partners with St. 
Luke’s. Their mission is “to enrich the quality of life and well-being of hospice and palliative care patients 
by providing a national support network to help care for the pets they love. They envision a nation 
where all patients have the support they need to maintain the loving bond with their pets.” Kevin and 
Linda’s friends thought this would be exactly where she would want these funds to go. We never met 
Linda but her sweet Jackson melted all our hearts at Idaho Dog Park. 

 All donations received for the Linda St. Clair fund will continue to be sent directly to Pet Peace of Mind 
through the St Luke’s foundation. We want to thank all those who have donated.

“My goal is offer the viewer a rare, if not surprising, glimpse into an 
animal’s individuality, it’s endearing qualities and often complex 
internal state. I want my work to tell a story, to make us feel a 
connection with the subjects, to remind us all that upon closer 
inspection, animal emotions and relationships are not unlike our own.”   
Linda St. Clair

      

                            Linda and Jackson


